Submissions R v Barry Futter – 23rd October 2018
Att: His Honour Rory Ellis
Your Honour
I grew Medicinal Cannabis because it REALLY is a Gift from Creation. Hippocrates said .. 'Let thy
food be thy medicine and medicine be thy food', (400 BC), often used to emphasize the
importance of nutrition to prevent or cure disease. THIS IS EXACTLY WHAT CANNABIS DOES!!!!
Common law is made by sitting judges who apply both statutory law and established principles
which are derived from the ‘reasoning from earlier decisions.’ How is this possible when the
resistance to the change is so morally, ethically corrupt and is controlled by the many levels of
bureaucracy, HEAVILY influenced by really large very inhumane pharma/medicine companies.
All the known world, excepting only savage nations, is governed by books… Voltaire. The Bible
is the basis of our Legal and Democratic system and it clearly states in Gen. 1 vs 11 and 29,30 ..
that Cannabis is a food.
Now after years of research, we know worldwide of its amazing health and wide variety of
very positive uses in society, its ‘old’ news now, and the stalling tactics to allow huge control
by big Pharma in an ignorant society fed lies and ‘fear’ tactics is a national disgrace.
I have had huge conscience triggers since last court appearance that have instigated the need
for this very serious issue to be pushed as far as it can possibly go to assist society greatly.
The Law does not provide for an answer here as I have been charged with trafficking and drug
misuse, both of those are not suitable for my case.
It is truthfully obvious that I grew small Cannabis plants for specific patients. I was not charged
with cultivation without a licence, as there is ‘obviously’ no charge applicable here.
Children have been disgracefully ‘kidnapped’ by the ‘system’ because of the Cannabis issue,
when it’s the only thing that works. These poor kids then end up drugged of their heads and
have little chance of recovery as the Medical system has no remedies.
Police are used to take kids from their parents for cannabis use. I hope you understand the
depth of what I am saying your Honour.
I have gratitude to have had listening ears with everyone I have dealt with since the raid. The
police did not want to be there on the day, quite evident, they know I grew small plants to give
to people to have targeted research and success as we do know what we are doing Your
Honour. I would like to mention how I was supposed to be growing 215 plants in 3 small rooms
in an upstairs unit in downtown Newcastle. 3 plants would fill those rooms, I had 215 very

small plants minus some ‘mothers’ plants to keep strains alive, bound for PATIENTS Your
Honour, not Black Market, rather controlled and successful RESEARCH that no-one else was
willing to do because they continue to listen to lies.
Allowing the correct and truthful Ontology of Legal Change would be of priority for all
concerned as the suffering is huge and mostly unnecessary!
We all MATTER, and TRUTH matters, and legal change is ABSOLUTELY necessary, and as I/we
have no other methods to enforce change, as I/we have exhausted them all, I implore you and
all concerned to allow legal change as quickly and effortlessly as possible. That, I would of
thought would be to allow the legal premise that a Jury be the best and correct method of
finding truth. I have been STRONGLY advised to not follow the jury route by the DPP office, the
police and even you Your Honour and I still wonder why?
I have been pressured HUGELY to plea guilty to these incorrect charges and was coerced way
beyond reason by all concerned in this legal system. How else do we find truth Your Honour, I
ask you, HOW DO WE COLLECTIVELY assist this most important issue ..?
A learned friend wrote this concerning a possible reversal of my plea on the charges.
To withdraw plea, you need to prove that there would be a miscarriage of justice if the plea
wasn’t reversed.
Grounds for reversal plea.
1) Felt coerced… hugely
2) I don’t believe I am guilty of the elements…. absolutely
3) I never supplied leaf or intended to…. truth
4) Statutory definition of LEAF doesn’t include leaf that has oil extracted and evidence
shows I was extracting oil.
Therefore, I could not be guilty of supply… fact
5) I grew medicine not drugs. I should have been charged with growing medicinal cannabis
without a permit… truth
6) I have been told I had “buckleys” chance of winning, how is that possible with a Jury
presented with truth? .. weird
7) Police at my last court appearance were very eager for me to talk with the Director of the
Medical Cannabis section of the Federal Office of Drug Control. I did that along with the
Director of the Office of Drug control in Canberra last Monday and it was basically a waste of
time. They are bound by lies pushed by TGA and politicians, TOTALLY ignorant to the truths
about Cannabis… not my responsibility anymore.
As it stands right at this moment Your Honour, I am really undecided as to the best possible
way forward.

For the past 6 years I have lived and breathed reviewing and assisting the really sick people
who need Cannabis, as it is the only medicine that works.
I have seen the horrors of families ravaged by epilepsy, cancers in very young children and
new mothers given weeks to live, motor neurons etc etc etc…. CANNABIS WORKS and cures
many and alleviates pain and discomfort and stress to all who embrace its majik… FACT.
I have just finished a consult with a man with recently diagnosed cancer, his patient number is
6004.
Your Honour, I have been totally honest and upfront, as it is the only way I can operate.
I hope to have a say in court and I hope I have covered information enough to assist you with
the best possible outcome for our communities.
Barry John Futter

